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Commercial and Industrial Thermal Energy
Integrated boiler room solutions and equipment for commercial,
institutional, and industrial markets.
Boilers
Burners
Controls

Deaerators
Exhaust Solutions
Heat Recovery

Parts and Service
Stacks
Water Systems

Gas fired, high efficiency, stainless steel boilers and water heaters for residential, commercial, and
industrial applications.
AirClean Technologies offers packaged steam turbine generator sets for onsite power generation. The
systems can be custom engineered to meet unique requirements such as custom foot prints, unique steam
conditions or other custom aspects.
The Practical Steam Engines are effective in conditions where available steam < 10,000 lb/hr, inlet
pressures < 250 psig, and exhaust pressures < 25 psig. Outputs of 50-250 kW.
Boiler room/diesel generator support products. Deaerators in spray, tray, and packed column type; boiler
feed, condensate systems, oil pumping systems, day tanks. Modular “Critical Fuel Systems” integrate
seamlessly into the Total Fuel Management System or your building management system. CT, MA,NY only.
Condensate recovery and boiler feed including pump or steam driven condensate collection, deaerators,
specialty and turbine pump units. ME and NH only.
Penn Separator Corp
Plate Concepts
United Brass Works
Weinman

Boiler blowdown separators, flash separators. blowoff tanks, exhaust heads, silencers, entrainment
separators, continuous blowdown heat recovery systems. CT, MA, ME, NY only.
Plate and frame heat exchangers. Gasketed or brazed.
Boiler blowdown valves, industrial and boiler trim valves, strainers and water gauge sets.
HVAC and water service applications. Condensate return, boiler feed, booster service, etc. CT, MA, NY
only.

Renewable Thermal Energy
Single and two-speed water and ground source heat pumps. Heating/cooling and water heating units
available for residential and commercial. Water to air and water to water applications up to 35 tons,
depending on model.
Versaprofile unique high conductivity HDPE geothermal pipe enhances and improves the thermal transfer
by 20+%. proven to reduce installation cost in concentric, u-bend and horizontal geo exchange systems.
Complete line of commercial and residential geothermal heat pumps in a variety of configurations and
capacities depending on what you need and the capacity requirements. Parts and labor warranty select
models.
Energy saving chillers use revolutionary, frictionless,Turbocor compressor technology. Suitable for
geothermal,air source, and energy recovery applications. HVAC chillers, cooling towers, adiabiatic coolers,
pump reservoir systems, and control systems also available.
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Water Supply, Wastewater Pumps and Equipment
Submersible and dry pit non-clog pumps. 1.5”-20” discharge, 2-150 HP, 50-7000 gpm, 3450-890
RPM, up to 250’ head. Grinder pumps up to 180 gpm, 230‘ head, Explosion proof available.
Stainless Steel(optional). 5-7 days lead time is standard for submersible pumps up to 120 HP, with
same day delivery possible for emergencies.

End suction and centrifugal clear liquids and solids handling pumps. Dry pit, submersible, immersible, double
volute, chopper and cutter options available in discharge sizes 4”-30”. Flow up to 38,000 gpm and 800’ head.
Sump, sewage and effluent pumps. Submersible and dry pit non-clogs and grinders. 2-15 HP grinder
pumps up to 260 gpm and 260’ lift. Non-clogs range from 1-125 HP. Suitable for municipal and industrial
fluid applications with solids and/or fibrous content.
Sump, sewage and effluent pumps. Submersible non-clog and grinder pumps. Suitable for municipal and
industrial fluid applications with solids and/or fibrous content.

“Hydro-Pulse”system mixes without in-basin moving parts, infinitely adjustable, simple to install, operate

and maintain. 50% or greater energy savings over traditional mixing technology. Use in pump station wet
wells, treatment tanks, holding tanks and water tanks to eliminate FOG and sludge.
The Monitor Standard Pitless Unit, manufactured to complete a Municipal / Industrial water well, attaching to
the well casing and provides a sanitary underground discharge to the water treatment facility.
Hellan Strainers remove all types of solids from various fluids. They provide reliable, efficient operation and
cost savings. Hellan Strainer discharges solids from the flow without disassembly.
Regardless of which water or wastewater tank your project demands, Containment Solutions has the
accessories to match. From multi compartment tanks to common appurtenances, our fiberglass storage
tanks can handle any water application.
Pump control solutions for water and waste water applications.
Reverse Osmosis systems to achieve large outputs of contaminant free, pure water for use in microelectronics,
food and beverage, power, agricultural and government facilities.

Booster and Turbine Pumps
End suction and centrifugal, clear liquids, and solids handling pumps.
Pumps to increase lift and move water in long vertical runs while adding pressure in a multitude of commercial,
industrial, institutional and municipal applications.
Submersible turbine pumps built to order same day in our shop. 90-1000 GPM. Cast stainless steel impellers,
ductile bowls, discharge and motor brackets included, STS bearing system. Priority delivery available.

ASK US ABOUT
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